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ABSTRACT
Sonny Liew’s graphic novel The Art of Charlie Chan Hock Chye has become a cause célèbre in contemporary
Singapore. In May 2015 the novel had its Arts Council publication grant withdrawn because of “sensitive content,
depicted in visuals and text”. It then proved widely popular, going into a third printing within a month of its in initial
appearance, and even being quoted at a political rally before Singapore’s general election in September 2015. Much
popular discussion of the novel has, however, been reductive, often describing it as simply illuminating alternative
histories in contrast to a putatively hegemonic historical narrative celebrating Singapore’s rise as a developmental
state.
Close reading of the text’s use of both graphic and textual elements reveals that The Art of Charlie Chan Hock Chye
does not simply counterpose other histories to a dominant national narrative, but rather asks hard questions about
the processes of historical memory and storytelling. Such questions can usefully be approached through the work of
theorists of the graphic novel such as Benoît Peeters, and through Linda Hutcheon’s concept of historiographic
metafiction, of historically situated texts that, through self-referential textuality, draw attention to their and history’s
own fictiveness. While the medium of comics provides Liew with an expanded toolbox of metafictional techniques,
The Art of Charlie Chan Hock Chye is not simply metafictional: the novel also celebrates the redemptive possibilities
of narrative. In doing so, and through its status as a fictional biography, it also asks uncomfortable questions
regarding the agency of the artist, and, by extension, the individual, in a society marked by postcoloniality and
processes of neoliberal subjectification, questions that resonate beyond the city-state of Singapore itself.
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